ORDERING INFORMATION

VSL XX X XX XX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

TYPE: DUAL - DIAPHRAGM SHUT OFF

ACTUATION:
- M - MANUAL ACTUATION

PORTING CODE:
- FR - 4PORT (1 In/3 Out/5 Out/7 Out)

WORKING PRESSURE:
- DX - 300 BAR

EXAMPLE: VSLDSMFRGXN14F0001N14F0001

LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 1
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 2
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 3
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 4
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 5
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 6
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

PORT 7
- SEE THE LIST OF CONNECTIONS

LIST OF CONNECTIONS:

N1/4F - NPT1/4" FEMALE
0001 - PLUGGED (NOT FOR PORT 1)

M03S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø 3MM SS
M06S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø 6MM SS
M08S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø 8MM SS
M10S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø 10MM SS
M12S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø 12MM SS
MX2 - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø3/8" SS
MX4S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø1/4" SS
MX6S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø3/8" SS
MX8S - COMPRESSION FITTING Ø1/2" SS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

MATERIAL: STAINLESS STEEL 1.4404
SEAL: PTFE
ALL PORTS WITH THREAD NPT1/4"
INLET PRESSURE: MAX. 300 BAR
GAS TYPE:
DEFINED BY PRODUCT LINE AND TYPE
(CHECK APPROVED GAS TYPE IN DATASHEET)
SST LINE:
INCLUDING CORROSIVE GASES
AND TOXIC GASES

VALVE SST LOW FLOW
VLV SST 20QM DS M FR

VSLDSMFR

0.63 kg
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